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 Within the pages of scripture, within the words of our hymnal, within the pivotal 
moments remembered in history, there is a clear, consistent, commanding call for justice.   
 

And within Holy Scripture, and within history, there is an protected place for prophets.  
Prophets, whose role in the community is to prod and push and point out injustices that must be 
corrected.  With their help, the community stays whole instead of fragmented, focused not on 
selfish pursuits but on justice.  Opening the Bible, one can almost hear the prophets roar from the 
pages.   
 
 The prophet Moses – in the royal palace of the Pharaoh.  Mustering all his courage to 
insist, to demand, “Let my people go.”  Over and over again, Moses would enter the presence of 
Pharaoh, and his demands made clear that there was a higher power than the ruler of all Egypt.  
That slavery would not be accepted.  At first, Pharaoh only sneered.  “Let my people go, who do 
you think you are?”  But God would not back down, and Moses stayed strong.  And eventually 
the people did go, out of the land of slavery. 
  
 From the prophet Micah comes a more gentle roar.  "What does the Lord require of you?" 
he asks before rushing to answer.  "But to do justice and love steadfast kindness, and walk 
humbly with your God."  In Micah's understanding, true faith is like a three-legged stool.  Love 
is paired with humility and acts of justice to fulfill the requirements of faith.  All three legs are 
needed to balance.  Compassion is necessary, but it is not sufficient.  It must be paired with acts 
of justice.  Rock stars for justice and compassion must also have humility.  All three legs of faith 
are needed to be in balance.  Justice, kindness, humility. 
 
 When the people grow complacent, sell-out, and use religion more as justification of 
selfish interests, prophets would point back to the north star.  And one of the loudest roars comes 
from the prophet Amos.  The people must have taken pride in their religious rituals, throwing 
elaborate expensive festivals but Amos realized these rituals were covering up, were masking the 
fact that they were neglecting the more basic elements of faith – a concern for justice.  So Amos 
let them have it.  Roaring, 
 

I hate, I despise your festivals, and I take no delight in your solemn assemblies.  Even 
though you offer me your burnt offerings and grain offerings, I will not accept them; and 
the offerings of well-being of your fatted animals I will not look upon.  Take away from 
me the noise of your songs; I will not listen to the melody of your harps.  But let justice 
roll down like waters, and righteousness like an everflowing stream (Amos 5:21-24). 
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 Throughout history, justice movements get rooted in deep, core values.  And the church 
has played a role in drawing attention to injustice and kindling hope, keeping the fires for justice 
stoked and raising up children to believe that might does not make right.  And these deep core 
values provide resilience when quick results are not forthcoming.  Trusting in the ways of justice 
keep us going strong when the early returns are devastating. 
 
 Martin Luther King, Jr, drawing on a phrase first used by the Unitarian minister Theodore 
Parker in a sermon from the 1850’s, acknowledges the ongoing existence of evil and the seeming 
triumph over the good. 
 

Evil may so shape events that Caesar will occupy a palace and Christ a corss, but that 
same Christ arose and split history into A.D. and B.C., so that even the life of Caesar 
must be dated by his name.  Yes, “the arc of the moral universe is long, but it bends 
toward justice.”  There is something in the universe which justifies William Cullen 
Bryant in saying, “Truth crushed to earth will rise again.”1 

 
 So the church, following in the ways of Jesus, will go to great lengths, will risk its very 
life in pursuit of justice rather than power.  The church must be bold and brave.   
 
 But, we must acknowledge, it is much easier and far more unifying to look back at 
history and see the arc of the moral universe and know where justice stood than it is to survey the 
present scene and know the precise and perfect path. 
 
 A desire for justice takes up broad brush strokes of principles and engages the powers 
that be, but a desire for justice must also then look at the practical details, the tactics, the 
strategies.  And there people of good faith can differ and disagree even strongly.  And so a desire 
for justice leaves us open to debate – a debate that is not always settled.  Debates in which people 
of well-intentioned faith sometimes end up on opposing sides. 
 
 What was it that President Abraham Lincoln said during the heat of the civil war during 
his second inaugural address? 
 

Neither party expected for the war the magnitude or the duration which it has already 
attained. Neither anticipated that the cause of the conflict might cease with or even before 
the conflict itself should cease. Each looked for an easier triumph, and a result less 
fundamental and astounding. Both read the same Bible and pray to the same God, and 
each invokes His aid against the other. It may seem strange that any men should dare to 
ask a just God's assistance in wringing their bread from the sweat of other men's faces, 
but let us judge not, that we be not judged. The prayers of both could not be answered. 
That of neither has been answered fully. 

 
 Lincoln, as wise a leader as could be remembered, put into practice that three-legged 
stool of seeking justice, and attempting hesed - that kindness of steadfast love, alongside a 
humility in the awareness of a God who sits above time and beyond that current conflict. 
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 So the church must seek out justice.  But do so with no small amount of humility.  We 
have seen justice warriors eat their allies alive.  We have seen purity contests in which no one 
remains standing.  We must do better. 
 
 Injustice must be confronted, and the goal is to do so in a way that builds up rather than 
tears down a diverse community of faith.  The Psalmist, in words we heard earlier, wrote,  

"I will sing of loyalty and of justice; to you, O Lord, I will sing.  
I will study the way that is blameless. When shall I attain it?  
I will walk with integrity of heart within my house (Ps. 101:1-2). 

 
And a community gathers, to sing of loyalty and justice.  To study the way that is blameless, but 
to confess that we have a long ways to go before we have attained a blameless way.  A desire to 
walk with integrity.   
 
 Sometimes it begins with singing.  Justice Songbook co-editor Abbie Betinis, in her 
introduction to the songbook draws attention to a quote from the folk singer Pete Seeger.  "Get 
people to sing together, and they'll act together too."  An awareness that music brings people 
together.  That music can shape our theology as much as, maybe better than sermons do.  That 
music can make us feel and inspire us to do more.  Get people to sing together, and they will act 
together too.    
 
 So today is a day to sing boldly.  Sing out for justice.  And it will remind us of our roots 
and inspire new actions and connect us to the prophets of the past and might just help raise up 
prophets needed for the now. 
  
 Before we launch into another song, three quotes and a story. 
  
 From the newest confession of the Presbyterian Church, written by churches in South 
Africa in the post-apartheid era about what they have learned, teachings that must be 
remembered even for our time and context. 
 

God wishes to teach the church to do what is good and to seek the right; • that the church 
must therefore stand by people in any form of suffering and need, which implies, among 
other things, that the church must witness against and strive against any form of injustice, 
so that justice may roll down like waters, and righteousness like an ever-flowing stream; • 
that the church as the possession of God must stand where the Lord stands, namely 
against injustice and with the wronged; that in following Christ the church must witness 
against all the powerful and privileged who selfishly seek their own interests and thus 
control and harm others. 

 
 A second quote.  "Human progress is neither automatic nor inevitable," said Martin 
Luther King, Jr.  “Every step toward the goal of justice requires sacrifice, suffering and struggle; 
the tireless exertions and passionate concern of dedicated individuals.” 
 
 And the actor and movie producer Samuel L. Jackson. 
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Take a stand for what’s right.  Raise a ruckus and make a change.  You may not always 
be popular, but you’ll be part of something larger and bigger and greater than yourself.  
Besides, making history is extremely cool. 

 
 You don't have to be an adult to work for justice.  You don't have to have all the answers, 
or all the strategies worked out in advance.  Here's a story about a now 14 year-old named 
Vivienne Harr.  On May 5, 2012, [when she was eight] she had what I would call a life-
transforming epiphany.    Here are some of her words about what happened. 
 

 
 
 
 
I saw a picture of two enslaved boys with big rocks 
strapped across their heads. To feel better, they 
were holding hands. I never knew about slavery, 
but I knew it was wrong. I decided to make a stand 
for them.”  
 
 
 

A literal stand.  She built a lemonade stand, and 
she set a goal, and she made a promise to sell 
lemonade at her stand every day, rain or shine, 
until she reached $100,000.  She began selling her 
lemonade for $2 but later decided it should be 
“free because every child should be free.” Her 
average sale went up to $18, with one person 
paying $1000 for a glass of lemonade. On day 173 
she reached her goal of $100,000 and donated the 
money to the Not For Sale campaign. Her parents 
congratulated her for reaching her goal and being 
done. But she responded, “Is slavery done?” When 
they shook their heads, she added, “Then I am not 
done." 2 
 
 In an interview, Vivienne was asked what 
advice do you have for others?  She responded 
“Start with your heart.  Find what you love.  Plant 
your feet and stand firm.  Oh, and have fun.  
You’ve got to have a lot of fun.”3 
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 We are bound together.  We are more together even than the sum of our parts.  We can 
inspire one another, lift up one another in prayer, teach one another, encourage one another and 
have fun together.  Our gifts will be different.  But our gifts are all needed.  Joining our voices in 
song we can gain courage and strength and hope.  May it be so.  May it be so today and in the 
coming days.  Amen. 
 

 
                                                 
1 https://quoteinvestigator.com/2012/11/15/arc-of-universe/ provides a good background on how King developed a 
concept about this moral arc of the universe from Theodore Parker, and how it now is credited to Dr. King. 
2 “How Ordinary People Change the World [Three Inspiring Stories]” in Paths of Justice, 
http://pathsofjustice.com/2017/02/14/3-inspiring-stories/.  The name of Vivienne's Blog is My Make A Stand 
3 “An Inspiring Business:  Fighting Childhood Slavery with Lemonade,” in Compass, 
https://compass.ups.com/vivienne-harr-interview-make-a-stand-inc/ 


